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I. Introduction 

Let Tti be a tournament on y2 vertices and let xl, x2, . . . . x, be any 
permutation of the vertices (see end of [4] ). Let ei = + 1 whenever 
Xi + Xi+1 and ei = - 1 whenever xi+ 1 + Xi for I 5 i L 11 - 1. Tradition- 
ally the sequence x 1 , x2 , . . ., xti would b*2 called a Hamiltonian path if 
all ei’s were +1, and the sequence would be called an antidirected Ha- 
miltonian path (see [ 1 ] ) if each ei = -ei+l. But we are concerned with 
paths which rcailze other sequences el , e2, . . . . en_l of +1’s and - 1 ‘s. 
Given such a sequence, we let P = P(e, ) e2, . . . . en_l) be the digraph 
with vertices 1, 2, . . . . nandedgesi+(i+l)ifei- l,and(i+ l)+iif 

ei = -- 1. Let I(P, T, ) be the numbt;r of edge-direction-preserving maps 

of the vertices of pl onto these of Tn in a one-to-one manner. Theorem 
2.1 gives the parity of I(p, T,) purely in terms of the sequence of e$, 
thus generalizing the well-known theorem of Redei (see f3, pp. 2 l-241 j 
that the number of *Hamiltonian paths in a tournament is odd. Corollary 
2.2 shows that (see the conjecture at the end of [4] ) when y2 is a power , 

of twcl, each Tn realizes every sequence of Cl’s* Theorem 3.1 is a cixxit 
ana~o~~ue of Theorem 2.1, and Corollary 3.2 shows that it is necessary 
(if one wishes the parity to be independent of the toL~rnament) to count 
maps of paths rathier than their imsges (the actual paths in the tourna- 
ment). 

2. 

7if n is a nonmr~egative integer, let U(n) denote the set of integers such 
that n =: X {2’: irf U(n)). If m, ~2 are non-negative integers, we define a bi- 
narjr relation K, where (m, n) E R iff ~(~) 2 U(n). 
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Theorem 2.1. If P = P(e, , e2, . . . . em _l ) and T,l is uny toilArnamefzt on n 
ver,tices, the par. c y of I(P, T, ) equals that of the number of R-linearly 
ordered subsets (counting the empty set) of the set (i < n : (i, n) E R, 

ei := -1). 

Proof. The proof is by induction on H and by induction on the largest 
integer k such that ek = - 1 (let k = 0 if all ei = % ). The theorem is trivial 
v&en n .= 2 since the only set to be counted is the empty set and thl: 
pal:ity is odd. The theorem is true if k = 0 (for any n) by‘ the afore-men- 
tioned eheoisem of Redei. We may therefore assume that n > 2 and 
k ;* 6) and that the theorem is true for any lesser value of n (with any k) 
and for the present value of rt with lesser values of k. Let P* = P(er , ,.. 

. . . . ek _1, +I ,+I, . . . . +l), so P* differs from P in the kfh edge. Note that 
I(t), Tn ) + 1C.P*, T, ) equals thts sum of all products of the form 
l(l’(ei, . . . . eK l)? Tk)*I(P(+l, +I, . . . . 

tex subtournament of Tn and T,,_k 
+ 1 ), Tn ,_k ), where Tk is any k-ver- 

denotes the complimentary (n - k) 
vertex subtournament in Yn. But the Pi.ght-hand factor of each product 
is odd by the Redei theorem and the left-hand factor can be calculated 
(module 2) Gy our inductive hy,oothesis. Thus I(P, T,) + I(P*, T,) has 
thlz parity of (t ) l L, where L is the number of R-linearly ordered subsets 
of {i < k: (i, k) E R, ei = - 1). It was proved by Lucas [2] that if p is a 
prime and if ai and bi are the ifh coefficients of the p-ary expansions of 
u $and k, respectively, then (i) is congruent (mc~~dulo p) to the product 
of all (2.). In particular (;t ) is odd iff (k, n) E R . Thus the theorem is es- 
ta bligheh if (k, II) 4 R . When (k, n) E 3, we have 1(P, Tn ) + I(P*, Tit ) 
his the parity of L which also equals the number of R-linearly ordered 
subsets of (i < ~1: (i, k) E R, ei = - 1) which contain the element K 
(since R is transitive). The theorem follows easily by applying the sec- 
ond part of the inductive hygc \th*esis !(lcsser val-ues of ,ei +fi fi f3= / 8.u 1\4 , T). 

GBrollary 2.2. -If n is a power of 2, the11 I(& TJ is always odd, hence 
gj’eater &arz zero. Thus every toumarrxnt on n vertices contai?;!s paths 
Walizirzg BW,V SCYpWlct? Ofei's. 

B roof. The set whose R-linearly I>rde.reIj subsets are to be counted is 
einpty. 
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3. Circuits 

Givena sequenceel,e2: . . . . . e, of-l’sand+l’s? let L’(el, . . . . en) be 
the d:iagraph with the same vertices and edges as P[el, . . . . e,_ 1 ) and one 
additional edge, either PZ + 1 if ert = 1 or 1 + n if e, = - 1. 

Theorem 3.1. LeP’ C = C(el 9 . . . . e,, j and /et T,, he any tournament OM n 
vertices. The parity of I(C, Tn) equals that of 

n-w(T,U)bZ{/IP(l, 1, ..-, l,e,,e2, l =*,e&, T,):ek=---11 y 

where w(T,,) denotes the number of kkmiltoman circuits in T,. 1r1 view 
of Theorm 2.1 9 arhis means that the p&t; of I(C, T,, ) depends oizly OII 
the et’s a?;d orz w(T, ). 

Proof. The proof is a simple induction on the largest integer k such that 
ek = -- 1, using the fact that if C and C* are two circuits differing in t:x- 
actly one edge, I(C, T, j + I(C*, T,) = I(P, T,), where P is the path cb- 
tained by removing the disagreeable edge from either circuit. Note also 
that n l wGP,) = I(C( 1, 1, . . . . l), T,,). 

Corollary 3.2. If P = P(el, e2, ..-: e, - 1 ) and if I(P, T, ) differs fkom the 
number J(P, T,, j of paths in T, bvhich are isomorphic to P, thcfz 11 is odd, 
P is symmetric about its midpoi;jt (so I(P, T,, j is even), and the pari+ of 
J(P, ?A ) is not the same for all tournaments Tn. 

hoof. The only non-trivial statement concerns the variation ofJ(P, Trz ) 
in different tournaments. Let P Ix symmetric and let C be the circuit 
formed by adding a directed edge from the first to the rast vertex o1’P. 
Note *that C COntains Only one copy of P for if e I = ek, tJ2 = q+l, etc., . 

then e) = f?,_j withj=+(rl-k+ l)orj= #(k - 1) (depending on wkth- 

er k is even or odd), contradicting the symmetry of P. So we have that 
J(P, T,, ) = 1(&l, T,, ), and (by Theorem 3.1 and the odd parity of II) we 
need onI\! show that the parity of w(T,, j differs for differxt tourn:‘- 
ments T,,. Consider the transitive tournament TT, and the torrrnarent 
TT,* elbtained by reversing the edge between the first and last vertices 
of TT,, . Clearly w(TT,) = 0 and M’(TTE) = 1. 
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